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Summary
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The neural circuit mechanisms underlying emotion states remain poorly understood. Drosophila
offers powerful genetic approaches for dissecting neural circuit function, but whether flies exhibit
emotion-like behaviors has not been clear. We recently proposed that model organisms may
express internal states displaying “emotion primitives,” which are general characteristics common
to different emotions, rather than specific anthropomorphic emotions such as “fear” or “anxiety”.
These emotion primitives include scalability, persistence, valence and generalization to multiple
contexts. Here we have applied this approach to determine whether flies' defensive responses to
shadows are purely reflexive, or may express underlying emotion states. We describe a new
behavioral assay in which flies confined in an enclosed arena are repeatedly exposed to an
overhead translational shadow. Repetitive shadows promoted graded (scalable) and persistent
increases in locomotor velocity and hopping, and occasional freezing. The shadow also dispersed
feeding flies from a food resource, suggesting both negative valence and context generalization.
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Strikingly, there was a significant delay before the flies returned to the food following shadowinduced dispersal, suggestive of a slowly decaying internal defensive state. The length of this
delay was increased when more shadows were delivered for initial dispersal. These responses can
be mathematically modeled by assuming an internal state that behaves as a leaky integrator of
shadow exposure. Our results suggest that flies' responses to repetitive shadow stimuli express an
internal state exhibiting canonical emotion primitives, possibly analogous to “fear” in mammals.
The mechanistic basis of this state can now be investigated in a genetically tractable insect
species.
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Introduction
Emotions are internal states that are expressed by specific behaviors, and that modulate
perception, cognition and communication [1-5]. Dysregulation of emotion systems is central
to psychiatric disorders. Yet we still do not understand the general neural mechanisms that
encode emotion states. Indeed, there is not even agreement on the causal relationship
between emotion states and behavior, despite more than a century of debate beginning with
Darwin [4] and William James [6, 7] (reviewed in [3, 8]). An understanding of emotion is,
therefore essential to explaining brain function, behavior and evolution.
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A mechanistic understanding of emotion states at the molecular and neural circuit levels
would be aided by studying them in genetically tractable model organisms, especially
invertebrates including insects such as Drosophila [3, 9-12]. Emotion research in animal
models has traditionally been performed in mammalian systems, however [8, 13, 14],
because they exhibit behavioral, physiological and neuroanatomical homologies to humans
[15]. Because of this bias, previous efforts to investigate “emotions” in insects (or other
arthropod species) have involved attempts to identify behaviors or behavioral states
exhibiting similarities to human emotions [10, 11, 16]. For example, traumatized bees have
been shown to exhibit “pessimistic cognitive bias” in decision-making [17], and crayfish
subjected to electric shocks have been suggested to exhibit “anxiety” [18].

Author Manuscript

Yet distantly related species may express emotion states through behaviors that have no
obvious homology to human behaviors. An alternative approach to identifying instances of
emotional expression, that does not depend on anthropocentric homologies, is to establish
general features of emotion states, or “emotion primitives,” which apply to both different
emotions in a species, and to emotions across phylogeny [3, 12, 19]. One can then search for
behaviors that exhibit evidence of such emotion primitives in model organisms. We have
recently suggested that such emotion primitives may include the following features or
dimensions: persistence following stimulus cessation, scalability (a graded nature of the
response), valence, generalization to different contexts, and stimulus degeneracy (different
stimuli can evoke the same behavior by induction of a common emotion state) [3]. While
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these primitives are features of internal emotion states, they should be reflected in the
properties of behaviors that express such states.
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Evidence of some of these properties in Drosophila has been provided using different
behavioral paradigms. For example, flies are capable of entering states of persistent arousal,
as evidenced by sustained locomotor activity [20-24] and/or neural activity [25, 26]. In some
cases, these states exhibit “scalability:” the strength of the behavioral response scales in
proportion to the number or intensity of the stimulus [20]. Drosophila can be conditioned
using either appetitive or aversive stimuli [27-32] (and both ethanol and sexual experience
appear to be rewarding to them [33, 34]), demonstrating that these animals can represent
valence internally. Flies that have been rejected by mating partners consume more ethanol,
suggesting that rejection induces a state that generalizes to promote ethanol reward seeking
[33]. And flies have been shown to exhibit a “learned helplessness” response to an
uncontrollable stressor [35], similar to rodents [36]. However to our knowledge there are
few if, any cases, where evidence for multiple emotion primitives has been systematically
investigated in a single behavioral paradigm.
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Here we establish and characterize a novel behavioral assay, termed ReSA (Repetitive
Shadow-induced Arousal), in which flies in an enclosed, inescapable arena are exposed to
multiple passes of an overhead, translationally moving shadow (rather than to a more
traditional single-trial looming stimulus [37-39]). A simpler, manual version of this assay
was previously explored by Kaplan and Trout [40]. This configuration affords systematic
variation of stimulus parameters and quantitative analysis of the behavioral response, using
automated tracking and behavior classifiers [41, 42]. Our results indicate that, under
appropriate conditions, ReSA responses exhibit evidence of persistence, scalability, valence
and generalizability. Importantly, flies show a cumulative response to successive shadow
presentations, provided that the inter-stimulus interval is sufficiently short. This property can
be modeled by an internal state that behaves as a “leaky” integrator. These data suggest that
escape responses to shadows in Drosophila do not consist exclusively of single stimulusresponse reflexes [37-39], but under certain conditions can exhibit integrative properties that
reflect or express an underlying persistent defensive state. Together with recent studies of
internal defensive states in mice [43, 44], our results provide evidence for a phylogenetic
continuity of “emotion primitives,” and establish a behavioral assay for future mechanistic
studies of the neural encoding of such states, in a genetically tractable invertebrate model
organism.

Results
Author Manuscript

Drosophila exhibit elevated locomotor activity in response to a moving overhead shadow
Our previous studies using the ReSH (Repetitive Startle-induced Hyperactivity) assay
suggested that Drosophila enter a state of persistent, elevated arousal when subjected to a
staccato sequence of mechanical startle stimuli (air puffs) [20]. To develop a less traumatic
and more ecologically relevant assay, we investigated whether a repeated sequence of
overhead shadow stimuli would elicit a similar persistent response. This question cannot be
addressed in conventional shadow-response assays, which are single-trial because the animal
escapes [37-39, 45]. We therefore delivered sequences of shadows using a servo motorCurr Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 June 01.
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driven, mechanically isolated IR-transparent paddle controlled by custom software, which
sweeps across a covered 100 mm walking arena from which the flies cannot escape (Figure
1A-B). Animals were video recorded at 33 Hz, and tracked using custom-built machine
vision software and behavior classifiers.

Author Manuscript

To characterize the flies' responses to repetitive shadow stimuli, we first loaded cohorts of
ten male flies into the walking arena, and delivered eight consecutive shadow presentations
at 1 sec intervals (Figure 1E). For the first 90 seconds following introduction into the
chamber, animals maintained a roughly constant baseline average velocity (Figure 1E, F;
baseline velocity). Upon delivery of the train of shadow stimuli, animal movement increased
markedly and continued to rise until termination of the stimulus (Figure 1F, rise phase), after
which it gradually decayed back to baseline over a period of ∼20 sec (Figure 1E, F; decay
phase). Importantly, the velocity of moving flies increased (p<.001; Kruskal-wallis test) to a
greater extent than did the fraction of flies that were moving (p<.01; Chi-square test), 3 sec
after the shadow (Figure 1G, H). Therefore, locomotor velocity, not the percentage of
moving flies, is the dominant component of the ReSA response under these conditions.
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To verify that the response to the paddle was indeed visual, we performed control
experiments in which the paddle traversed a half-circle that did not overlap with the walking
arena, and hence was not visible to the flies as an overhead stimulus (Figure S1A-E). Under
these conditions, no elevation in fly velocity (actually a decrease; p<.001, Kruskal-Wallis
test) was observed (red, Figure S1 C-D). Furthermore, animals that happened to be standing
upside down on the arena cover during shadowing did not respond to the paddle, suggesting
that the ReSA is specific to overhead stimuli, consistent with shadow responses previously
studied in mice [46]. Finally, flies did not elevate their locomotor activity in response to
flashing overhead lights (Movie S3), indicating that the ReSA response requires
translational paddle motion.
The response to the shadow paddle includes hopping as well as walking
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We next investigated whether the increase in velocity caused by the shadow was reflected
only in walking, or whether other behaviors were also involved. Jumping responses to
initiate flight have been previously observed in response to looming stimuli [37, 47]. We
observed repeated and persistent jumping in response to repetitive shadow presentations,
which we term “hopping” (Supplemental Movie S1). We quantified hopping as movement
above a particular threshold speed, selected based on a discontinuity in the population
velocity distribution; this classifier was validated by manual scoring of videos (Experimental
Procedures). Using this metric, we observed a rise in the fraction of hopping flies (p<.001;
Chi-square test) during the shadow presentation (Figure 1I,J), which persisted for 20-30 sec
following shadow termination (Figure 1I). Furthermore, the average velocity of hopping
flies increased relative to baseline (p<.001; Kruskal-Wallis test) during the 3 sec after the
shadow (Figure 1K). Thus, fly cohorts responded to the shadow stimulus with both an
increase in average locomotor velocity, and an increase in hopping, indicating that they
exhibit both quantitative increases and qualitative changes in their escape behavior in
response to the shadows. Importantly, for both responses, the behavior persisted following
cessation of the shadow stimuli and gradually decayed back to baseline (Figure 1E, F, I).
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Our initial experiments suggested a positive relationship between swipe number and the
population velocity of flies (Figures 1E-F; Figure 2A). To investigate this relationship
further, we varied systematically swipe number in a series of interleaved experiments.
Cohorts of ten male flies received 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 passes, with each pass separated by a 1
second ISI. Delivering more shadows resulted in greater peak velocities for the flies (Figure
2B). Both the non-zero slope of the relationship between peak velocity and number of
shadow passes (Figure 2D), and pairwise contrasts between peak velocities for different
numbers of shadows (Figure 2E, F and Figure 3C, “passes with ISI=1 sec”), reached
significance (in this and in subsequent pair-wise comparisons, unless otherwise indicated,
statistical significance computed by Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni
corrected pair-wise Mann-Whitney U tests; p<.05 for 2p versus 6,8, or 10p; p<.01 for 4p
versus 10p). Therefore, for an ISI of 1 second, peak cohort velocity scales with shadow
number.
The peak fraction of flies exhibiting hopping behavior also appeared to increase with
shadow number (Figure 2C). Statistical analysis indicated that the peak probability of
hopping indeed increased as a function of swipe number: there was a statistically significant
non-zero slope for the relationship between peak hopping fraction and number of shadow
passes (Figure 2G), and significant pairwise differences (p<.05; 2p vs 8p,10p) between peak
hopping fraction for different numbers of shadows (Figure 2H, I and Figure 3E, “passes with
ISI=1 sec”). We conclude that for an ISI of 1 second, both peak velocity and the peak
fraction of flies hopping increase with shadow number.
Scaling of ReSA output depends on the inter-swipe interval (ISI) value
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The foregoing data suggested that flies can summate the influence of multiple, closelyspaced shadow stimuli, to produce an increase in the magnitude of their response. The effect
of this summation decays over time following stimulus offset. To investigate whether this
effect might reflect an underlying “leaky” integrative process, we asked whether it was
dependent on the inter-swipe interval (ISI; Figure 3A-B). We intuited that if integration
produced an accumulating internal variable with a fixed rate of decay (Figure 4A), then
spacing the stimuli further apart, to increase the amount of “leakage” between each
successive shadow, might prevent or reduce the cumulative response to multiple shadow
stimuli.
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To address this issue, we interleaved experiments in which flies received 2,4,6,8, or 10
passes, respectively, under two interleaved ISI regimes. In the first regime, the ISI was set to
1 second (red, Figure 3C-D), whereas in the second regime, it was set to 3 seconds (blue,
Figure 3C-D). Notably, a scalable increase in peak velocity was observed with an ISI=1 sec,
but not for an ISI= 3 sec, based on linear fittings to the data (which indicated that the slope
of the ISI=1 but not the ISI=3 curve was significantly different from zero, p<.05; Figure
3D). Pair-wise tests indicated that there was a statistically significant increase in the
response to 2 vs. 10 shadows when ISI=1s (p<.001), but not when ISI=3s (Figure 3C; Figure
S2 A-B). We found a similar ISI-dependence of cumulative increases in the hopping
response (Figure 3E-F; Figure S2C-F). Hence, the scalable nature of both the locomotor and
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hopping responses to increasing numbers of shadow passes are dependent on the length of
the ISI, with the transition point between cumulative vs. non-cumulative responses under
these conditions lying somewhere between ISI=1 and ISI=3 sec.
A simple model based on a leaky integrator can predict the qualitative features of ReSA
The foregoing data strongly suggested the existence of an underlying scalable but labile
quantity that accumulates in response to multiple shadows, and whose integrated value is
reflected in the magnitude of the ReSA reponse. To investigate the behavior of such a
system in a more quantitative manner, we constructed a simple mathematical model of a
“leaky integrator,” in which each shadow adds a constant value to the integral, and the
integral value leaks at a rate proportional to its magnitude (Figure 4A, B; Supplemental
Experimental Procedures).

Author Manuscript
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This model makes different predictions according to the relative length of the ISI: (1) in a
regime where the ISI is very large compared with the leak rate, there should be no
accumulation (Figure 4F); in a regime where the ISI is small compared with the leak rate,
there should be a cumulative increase in the value of the integral as a function of stimulus
number (Figure 4H,I); and in a regime where the ISI is intermediate relative to the other two
regimes, there should be a static increase relative to baseline that levels off after several
shadows (Figure 4G). The experimental data provide examples of each of these three
regimes. An ISI = 10s corresponds to the first regime (Figure 4C, F); an ISI = 3s
corresponds to the intermediate regime (Figure 4D, G) and an ISI = 1s corresponds to the
regime that exhibits a cumulative increase in response with each shadow pass (Figure 4E, H)
Therefore, for different ISI values that yield three qualitatively distinct response regimes, the
experimentally observed behavioral responses to successive shadow presentations can be
recapitulated by a leaky integrator model. Taken together with the observation that single
flies also show evidence of shadow integration (see next section), this model is consistent
with an internal state change that is represented by a cumulative, labile variable.
ReSA output is scalable in single flies
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It was formally possible that the integration process suggested by the foregoing experiments
is not a property of individual flies, but instead reflected a collective, population- or swarmlevel integration. To test whether such integration can occur in single flies, we performed
ReSA experiments on individual animals with an ISI of 1 second, and varied the number of
passes (Figure 5A). As in the case of population measurements, peak velocity was
measurably greater (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<.001) after flies had received 10 shadow passes
as compared with only 2 passes (Figure 5B-C, E), although both stimulus paradigms
increased peak velocity over baseline (Figure 5D). In addition, the peak hopping fraction for
single flies was also elevated relative to baseline (p<.001), with flies exposed to 10 shadows
showing a trend to a higher hopping fraction than those exposed to 2 shadows (Figure 5F).
Thus, single flies exhibit a scalable output in peak velocity according to the number of
shadows delivered. To test for leaky integration in single flies, we compared the integration
achieved by flies receiving 10 passes with an ISI of either 1 second or 10 seconds.
Strikingly, single flies showed greater integration when the ISI was 1 second (p<.001,
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Figure S4 D-F). These data support the idea that the cumulative response to the shadows
reflects an internal state that is based on leaky integration of multiple shadow stimuli.
Single flies exhibit shadow-induced freezing behavior
In addition to locomotor and hopping based behaviors, a small fraction (∼30%) of animals
in the single fly experiments exhibited immobility immediately following exposure to the
shadow (Figure 5G-J; Figure S7; Movie S2 and S7 at 45 sec) to such an extent that their lack
of motion could not be distinguished, at least by eye, from a freeze frame. In order to more
fully characterize this apparent “freezing” behavior in response to the shadow, we spaced
the shadow passes very far apart (15 seconds) so as not to disturb the initial freezing posture
(Figure 5G-H; note the frozen wing posture in 5H).

Author Manuscript
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To characterize this behavior more quantitatively, we built a semi-automated freezing
classifier based on pixel movement (see experimental procedures) [48]. Frame to frame, we
find statistically significant enrichment for freezing behavior (p<.001), relative to baseline,
immediately following the first shadow, and also the second shadow (p<.001), although the
first shadow's enrichment is much greater (Figure 5I-J). Moreover, there is a significant
cross-correlation (p<.05) between the shadow's presence and subsequent freezing (Figure
S7G). We conclude that the freezing behavior is caused by the shadow, and is not simply
due to spontaneous bouts of inactivity. This behavior, which is here shown to occur in
response to an ecologically relevant stimulus, is reminiscent of the freezing responses
observed in rodents and other animals in response to threats [49, 50]. An immobility
behavior in Drosophila has been reported previously in response to translational motion of a
small fly-sized robot moving in the same plane as the fly [51]. In contrast, the shadow
stimulus used here is designed to mimic a threat from an aerial predator. Given these
differences, it is difficult to ascertain whether the previously reported behavior is identical to
the freezing described here.
An overhead shadow interrupts feeding behaviors in starved flies
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The foregoing experiments suggested that multiple shadow presentations can induce a
persistent state of hyperactivity, similar to the persistent response to multiple air puffs in the
ReSH assay [20]. In principle, hyperactivity may have a positive or negative valence; for
example, flies increase their locomotor velocity in response to ethanol, which is rewarding
[34, 52]. To investigate whether the ReSA response has a negative valence, we tested
whether the shadow stimulus can interfere with an appetitive behavior, specifically feeding,
which is highly sensitive to disruption by threats [53-56]. To this end, we introduced starved
flies into a modified version of the chamber in which a food patch was placed in the center
(Figure 6A), and onto which they quickly congregated (Figure 6B, D; “loading onto food.”).
While aggregated on the food patch, flies (n=10 per assay) were subjected to a series of
overhead shadows. In response to the shadow, the flies mostly did not jump, but rather
stopped feeding and walked off the shadow onto the surrounding plastic (Movie S5). On
average, with each passing shadow, more and more flies left the food patch, a behavior
recapitulated by single flies (Figure 6C; Figure S3A, B, L, M; Supplemental Movie S7).
Once off the food patch, the flies continued to respond to the shadow (Movie S5; Figure
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S3I-K). Very starved (27.5-30 hr food deprivation) animals were harder to disperse from the
food (i.e., required more shadow passes) than were less-starved (24-27.5 hr food
deprivation) animals, suggesting that feeding and escape are competing behaviors. Fed flies
investigating decapitated virgin females were also dispersed less effectively by the shadow
(data not shown), suggesting that the sensitivity to the shadow is influenced by the relative
strength or salience of a competing appetitive stimulus. Finally, when larger numbers of
shadows (∼20) were delivered with sufficiently long ISIs (10-20s), the flies showed
evidence of habituation (Figure S4A-C). Anecdotal observations indicated that flies
habituated to the shadow could be dishabituated using a mechanical startle stimulus (Movie
S4), providing evidence of cross-modal control of this state.
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In some experiments (Figure S3L-M), no flies left the food in response to the first pass of
the shadow, and only began to disperse following the second or third shadow exposure,
suggestive of sensitization (see also Figure S3F; Supplementary Movie S7, part 3).
Interestingly, this increasing responsiveness to the shadow following multiple passes was
only observed if the time delay between the excursion and return of the shadow paddle was
sufficiently short (Figure S5E-G). This is consistent with the model of an internal leaky
integrator that controls the magnitude of the shadow response (Figure 4). Thus, the response
to the shadow on the food patch shows evidence of integration, as is the case for flies tested
in the absence of food (see above).
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The observation that feeding is interrupted by the shadow suggests that the shadow has a
negative valence. Several other lines of evidence support this interpretation. First, flies
avoided the paddle's path when it was presented in a manner that covered only half the arena
(Figure S6A-C). Second, high-resolution video analysis demonstrated that flies moved away
from the paddle's direction of motion (Figure S6D-G; Movie S6). Together these data argue
that the shadow response has a negative valence. Moreover, the fact that the shadow does
not simply produce an increase in locomotion, as observed in the absence of food (Figure
1-3), but that it also produces radial dispersal from a food resource (Figure 6), suggests that
the ReSA response exhibits flexibility and can generalize to a different context.
Time to return to the food patch increases with the number of shadow passes
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Anecdotally, when animals are dispersed from a food resource (e.g., birds from a feeder) by
a predator or other threat, there is often a delay before they return to the resource. Similarly,
for the case of the ReSA food based assay, we observed in both cohorts of animals and in
single flies that, once dispersed from the central food resource by multiple (4) shadows,
animals showed a significant time delay before returning to the food (Figures 6C; Figure
S3A; Supplementary Movie S5). This delayed return suggests that the shadow's effect
persists, in some cases for minutes, after the flies have left the food. This observation
suggests that the flies may enter a state of persistent defensive or threat arousal upon
exposure to multiple shadows, and that this labile state may compete with the animals' drive
to return to the food, until it decays below a certain threshold.
If the labile state is indeed produced by a leaky integrator of shadow exposure, then one
would predict that dispersing the flies with a greater number of shadows (>4) would
lengthen the time to return to the food patch, because the integrated value of the state would
Curr Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 June 01.
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initially be higher following stimulus offset. To test this prediction, we introduced cohorts of
7-10 starved flies into the arena, and allowed them to load onto the food patch (Figure 6D;
from 0-90 seconds). At 90 seconds, we delivered either 4 passes of the shadow, or 10 passes
of the shadow, in each case with a 1 second ISI. For these experiments, we chose an
empirically determined shorter starvation period, such that most or all flies would be
dispersed by only 1-2 shadows (Figure 6D). This eliminated confounds due to difference in
total food consumption between the 4- vs. 10-shadow conditions.
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Strikingly, the return kinetics were slower for flies exposed to 10 passes of the shadow,
compared with flies returning after only 4 passes of the shadow (Figure 6D; “post-shadow
return to food” region). Quantitatively, an exponential fit to the return curve of flies off food
as a function of time (Figure 6E) revealed a significant difference (p<.05) in return kinetics
as a function of swipe number. We conclude that flies dispersed from a food resource take
longer to return to the resource, when the number of shadows used for dispersal is larger.
Can the delayed return to food reflect thigmotaxis or initial distance from the patch?
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Once flies are dispersed from the food, it is possible that other non-defensive competing
behaviors executed by the animals might delay their return to the food patch. One such
behavior is thigmotaxis, in which animals move at a roughly constant velocity along the
perimeter of the walking arena. We observed that following dispersal from the food in
response to the shadow, some of the flies indeed engaged, at least transiently, in
thigmotaxis. This thigmotactic behavior could reflect a continued drive to escape the arena,
due to the persistent defensive state caused by the shadow (similar to anxiety behavior in the
open field test used in rodent models [57]). Alternatively, it could be due to a selfreinforcing behavioral “attractor” reflecting a psychophysical phenomenon, such as
maximizing retrogressive movement on the retina.
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We therefore investigated whether an increase in thigmotaxis could be responsible for the
slower return to food in the cohort exposed to 10 vs. 4 shadows. We first quantified
thigmotaxis for both cohorts. The level of thigmotaxis was low (<20%), because the arena
walls were covered with SigmaCote, and was only marginally different for flies in the 10vs. 4-pass cohorts (Figure 6F). Nevertheless, to eliminate any contribution of thigmotaxis,
we re-analyzed the data eliminating any flies that were in thigmotaxis at any given time
point. Even with this stringent filter, the return kinetics were still significantly slower (p<.
05) for the 10-shadow cohorts than for the 4-shadow cohorts, as verified by exponential
curve fitting and decay constant analysis (see Figure 6G, inset). We conclude that the slower
return to food of flies exposed to 10 shadow stimuli is unlikely due to a relative increase in
thigmotaxis, whether or not this behavior reflects an underlying “anxiety”-like state or a
psychophysical attractor.
Finally, we investigated whether the 10-shadow cohorts took longer to return to the food
simply because they were initially dispersed further from the patch than were the 4-shadow
cohorts, following shadow stimulus termination. Although flies in the 10-shadow cohort
were indeed distributed a few mm further from the food patch (Figure 7A), even after
normalizing for this initial difference, their return kinetics to the food patch were slower (p<.
05; Figure 7A, inset, “rescaled data” and Figure 7B). Together these analyses eliminate
Curr Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 June 01.
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differences in thigmotaxis, or post-shadow dispersal radius, as responsible for the slower
return to the food patch by flies exposed to 10 vs. 4 shadow stimuli. More likely, the
difference reflects a higher initial level, and therefore a longer decay time, for a shadowinduced defensive state, which competes with the flies' appetitive drive to return to the food.
Consistent with this interpretation, the flies exposed to 10 shadows took longer to “calm
down” following the stimulus (p<.05), as determined by the post-shadow decay kinetics of
both velocity and fraction hopping (Figure 7C-D). This may be due to the fact that those
flies were exposed to more shadows after they had left the food (Figure 6D), since the
response to the shadow off the food was more vigorous than when the flies were on the food
(Figure S3I-K).

Discussion
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Defensive responses to threats involve both rapid, reflex reactions and (in higher
organisms), more sustained, state-dependent “integrative” behavioral responses. The former
are likely to have evolved before the latter, as they are exhibited even by unicellular
organisms. The latter type of response can reflect an internal arousal or emotion state;
humans subjectively experience and report such a threat state as “fear” or “anxiety” [15].
When such integrative responses to threats first began to emerge in evolution, and whether
they involve neural circuits overlapping with, or distinct from, those mediating reflexive
responses, is not known. Flies are well known to exhibit rapid, reflexive jump responses to a
single presentation of a looming shadow [37-39] (but see [58]). However, whether they are
also capable of exhibiting longer-term, integrated responses to repetitive shadow stimuli has
not been investigated previously.
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Here we describe a novel behavioral assay, called ReSA, in which flies can be exposed to
repeated presentations of an aversive shadow stimulus in an enclosed arena, preventing
escape. Under these conditions, we observe features of the behavioral response that are
suggestive of an internal state exhibiting multiple “emotion primitives” [3]. First, the
response exhibits persistence: flies exposed to repeated shadow stimuli remain active for
tens of seconds after the stimulus has terminated. Second, the response exhibits a negative
valence, in that it interferes with feeding, and that flies avoid the moving shadow in a
directional manner. Third, the response generalizes across multiple settings (freely moving
flies on plastic, stationary feeding flies on a food patch). Fourth, the response exhibits
“stimulus degeneracy:” a similar persistent increase in locomotor hyperactivity can be
elicited by repeated presentation of a mechanical startle stimulus [20]; moreover flies
habituated to the shadow stimulus can be dishabituated by a mechanical startle. Finally, and
most importantly, the behavioral response scales with stimulus number and frequency.
These behavioral responses suggest that the response to multiple shadows reflects an
underlying causal [3, 4] internal state characterized by the emotion primitives described
above.
This inferred state can be mathematically modeled by assuming a shadow-induced labile
quantity that accumulates with repeated shadow stimuli -- in other words, a leaky integrator
[59], of shadow exposure. We emphasize that this model is simply a formalized illustration,
and not a curve-fitting exercise. Nevertheless it may provide a useful heuristic for designing
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future experiments. Our model bears some resemblance to the “hydraulic” metaphor
proposed by Lorenz [60, 61] to explain how internal drive or motivational states influence
behavior, with some important differences. First, in Lorenz's metaphor the “drive”-filled
vessel did not leak; it simply discharged its contents when a given behavior was released.
Second, the level of drive was internally generated, whereas in the present case it is
generated by an external sensory (visual) stimulus. Similar effects can be produced with a
noxious mechanosensory stimulus [20]. In honey bees, alarm pheromones [62] can induce
persistent states of arousal; therefore pheromones likely can induce such defensive internal
states as well.

Author Manuscript

The circuit-level mechanisms underlying such a leaky integrator remain to be investigated;
multiple implementations are possible [63] including both network-based and molecular
instantiations. Neuromodulators, such as biogenic amines or neuropeptides, are attractive
candidates for the latter class of mechanism, because they could encode scalability by their
concentration, and persistence by their rate of clearance. Indeed, across phylogeny, some
neuropeptides are strikingly well conserved in their behavioral roles [64]. Biogenic amines
such as dopamine also play a conserved role in arousal [20, 65]. Drosophila as a genetic
system is particularly well suited to search for such molecular mechanisms [66]. Leaky
integrators can also be instantiated by a number of circuit-level mechanisms [63].
Improvements in population measurements of neural activity in head-fixed flies may aid in
their discovery. Visual stimuli are vastly preferable to mechanical (startle) stimuli for such
studies [58], because the stimulus itself does not physically perturb the flies.
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What is the adaptive value of a system that integrates multiple threat stimuli to produce a
scalable defensive response? Isn't it safer for the fly simply to jump away as soon as it sees
an overhead shadow? That may be the case for a well-fed fly, but starved flies engaged in
feeding must make a cost-benefit decision: premature flight from a resource deprives the
animals of food and consumes energy; conversely, delayed escape renders the animals
increasingly vulnerable to predation. The ability to encode an integrated, scalable internal
representation of the history of recent threats (which may share some features with working
memory [67]), and to use that representation to select behavioral responses and to tune their
intensity, may be adaptive in uncertain environments. Whether this depends on the
predictability of the shadow remains to be investigated. In addition, our data suggest that
these integrated responses may be reinforced or “sharpened” by social interactions: flies
feeding in groups are less readily dispersed by the first shadow than are single flies (Figure
S3 A,C), and return to food following dispersal is faster than for single flies (Figure S3 GH), suggestive of cooperativity.
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The behavioral response of flies in the ReSA assay exhibits multiple properties consistent
with the expression of a persistent, internal defensive state, possibly an evolutionary
precursor to the emotion that humans subjectively experience as “fear.” Interestingly, recent
studies in mice have shown that optogenetic stimulation of the ventromedial hypothalamus
can elicit defensive behaviors exhibiting a similar set of properties [43, 44]. The
establishment of this paradigm in Drosophila opens the way to a mechanistic dissection of
the molecular and circuit-level implementation of this state, in a genetically powerful
invertebrate species. Such mechanistic studies should help to resolve the long-standing issue
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of the causal relationship between behavior and internal emotion states [4, 7], and may also
shed light on the phylogenetic origins and continuity of emotion.

Experimental procedures
Animal husbandry
Male flies were raised on Caltech brown food at 25 C at 55% humidity. Flies used for
experiments were 5-7 days old, with all experimental and control cohorts matched for age,
genetic background, and husbandry conditions.
Fly strains
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Experiments were performed in a w+ genetic background. We used a hybrid background
between the Janelia Farm attp2 landing site flies (which were the paternal flies) and Canton
S (which were the maternal flies), except in Figures S1, S3, S4, S6, S7, and 6C; and Movies
S4, S5, S7,S8, and S9, which used Canton S flies.
Starvation protocols
Animals in food experiments were wet starved for 24-30 hours, with slight adjustments in
starvation length (matched for experimental and control animals) to ensure that animals
could load onto food within a ∼90 second time window. Animals in nonfood experiments
were wet-starved for 16-24 hours, except for the case of single fly experiments, which used
non-starved animals.
Fly detection and tracking
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Flies were filmed using a Point Grey grasshopper camera (part # GRAS-03k2m/c) against an
Advanced Illumination backlight (part #BL0608-880-IC). Pixels belonging to flies were
detected by background subtraction, and then merged and segmented using custom-built
machine vision software. Fly identities were tracked between frames using the Hungarian
algorithm. Velocity measurements are computed in terms of fly centroids.
Control of paddle motion
We used a custom-built control algorithm for programming paddle movements, which were
controlled in terms of a Matlab graphical user interface, also custom-built.
Dwell time convention
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For all experiments used in this manuscript (except Figures 5I and S6, which deliberately
varied the dwell time for a single excursion and return of the paddle), we took the dwell time
to be equal to the ISI, thus producing a stimulus that appears at regular intervals.
Acclimatization to the chamber
Flies were acclimatized to the chamber for at least 90 seconds prior to the first shadow
stimulus.
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The behavioral chamber is about 100 mm in diameter, and approximately 5 mm in height,
from floor to ceiling.
Criteria for hopping
Forward versus backward paddle experiments (Figure S1) exhibit qualitatively different logvelocity histograms (data not shown). We set a hopping velocity threshold above a
discontinuity in the population-level log-velocity, which closer investigation found
corresponded to the hopping behavior. This method was validated using GUI-based manual
scoring.
Criteria for freezing
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A fly in a given time step was considered to be freezing if its .98 quantile of pixel motion
was below a pixel motion threshold of 4 grey levels per frame. Once freezing events were
classified frame to frame, we re-classified freezing in terms of freezing bouts, which are
given in the relevant figure panels. Unless otherwise specified (e.g., Figures 1L and S8),
freezing is given as a frame to frame proportion.
Control of Paddle motion
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We used custom-made software in Matlab to control the paddle's position. Paddle motion
consisted of excursions from 0 to π radians (Figure 1C, clockwise arrow), and return
movements from π radians back to 0 (Figure 1C, counter-clockwise arrow), at a velocity of
approximately 4.2 radians per second. We chose the paddle velocity to maximize startle
effects. Paddle movements were controlled in terms of three parameters: (1) angular
velocity; (2) paddle dwell time (DT), defined to be the time elapsed between excursion
completion and return initiation (Figure 1D); and (3) the inter-swipe interval (ISI), defined
to be the time between the previous return completion and the next excursion initiation
(Figure 1D). Together, these control parameters permitted synthesis of diverse shadow
stimuli.
Statistical tests
Unless otherwise specified, a Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was used to assess whether
any groups were significantly different. If differences could be detected, we then used pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests, which were corrected for multiple comparisons using the
Bonferroni method. Asterisks represent p-values, where (*) denotes p<.05, (**) denotes p<.
01, and (***) denotes p<.001. We use an α=.05 level of confidence.
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Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
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Introduction to Repetitive Shadow-Induced Arousal (ReSA). (A-B) Shadow paddle
apparatus. (C) Motion of the shadow paddle. (D) Control of swipe delivery. Dwell time
(DT) and inter-shadow interval (ISI) control, respectively, how long the paddle remains at
θ=π and θ=0. (E) Canonical ReSA curve for a cohort of ten male flies, with SEM envelopes.
Shadow passes separated by an ISI of 1 second (vertical bars, black) cause an increase in
velocity (yellow shaded region), which persists following stimulus cessation, and then
decays back to baseline. (F) Illustration of baseline and peak height, as well as the three
phases (“baseline,” “rise phase,”and “decay phase”). (G) Proportion of flies moving in the
3s before and after the shadow (**,Chi-square test). (H) Velocities of moving flies, in the 3s
before and after the shadows (***, Kruskal-Wallis test). (I) Fraction of flies hopping over
time (black), with SEM envelope (red). (J) Fraction of flies hopping increases relative to
baseline (***,Chi-square test). (K) Velocity of hopping flies increases relative to baseline
(***, Kruskal-Wallis test). Sample size for panels (E-K) is n=120 flies. (L) Number of flies
freezing for ≥10 frames. Asterisks represent p-values, where (*), (**), and (***) denote,
respectively, p<.05,p<.01, and p<.001. We use α=.05.
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Figure 2.
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For ISI=1s, peak velocity scales with swipe number. (A) Mean velocity across 12 ten-fly
cohorts (blue), with sample trajectories (grey; 1 per cohort) in response to shadows (black).
(B) The number of shadow passes (back-and-forth), whether 4 (black), 6 (red), 8 (blue), or
10 (purple), alters the response's peak velocity. (C) The fraction of flies jumping increases
with pass number: 6 (red), 8 (blue), or 10 (purple). (D) Linear regression (red) for the
response's peak height, when flies receive 2-10 passes (*significantly different from zero,
see bottom of legend). (E) Slope is non-zero (Kruskal-Wallis test), as confirmed by pairwise tests (see bottom of legend); see Figure S2A. Peak velocity, normalized to baseline, for
flies receiving 2-10 passes with ISI=1s. (F) Baselines for data in (E) are not different from
each other (Kruskal-Wallis test). (G) A linear regression (red) with positive slope (*,see
bottom of legend) for the fraction of hopping flies receiving 2-10 passes. (H) Pair-wise tests
(see bottom of legend) confirm a monotone increasing trend in the median values. (I)
Baseline hopping fractions are not different from each other (Kruskal-Wallis test). Total
sample sizes for the 2-10 pass experiments are, respectively, 110, 109, 108, 120, and 119
flies. Cohort sizes were 8-10 flies each. Panels (A-I) re-use data from Figures 1E-K for
purposes of analysis and direct comparison. Unless otherwise indicated, in this and all
subsequent main and supplemental figures pair-wise tests are Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc
Mann-Whitney U tests following significant differences determined by Kruskal-Wallis 1-
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way ANOVA. Asterisks represent p-values, where (*),(**), and (***) denote, respectively,
p<.05,p<.01, and p<.001. We use α=.05. Slopes from (D) and (G)differ from zero (*)
because their 95% CI's exclude zero.
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Scalability in ReSA depends on ISI value. (A) Response to 10 passes (black bars) with
ISI=1s (red), or (B) ISI=3s (blue). (C) Peak velocity is greater (***) following p=10 versus
p=2 when ISI=1s (red), but not when ISI=3s (blue). (D) Linear fits to the peak velocity
versus p for ISI=1s (red) and ISI=3s (blue). (D, inset) Slopes are significantly different (*,
see bottom of legend). Slope for ISI=1s is positive, but for ISI=3s, it is indistinguishable
from zero (*, see bottom of legend). (E) Hopping fraction is greater for p=10 versus p=2
when ISI=1s (*), but not when ISI=3s. (F) Linear fits to peak hopping fraction versus p, for
ISI=1s (red) and ISI=3s (blue). (F, inset) Slope values. Slope for ISI=1s is positive (*, see
bottom of legend), but for ISI=3s, it is indistinguishable from zero. In ISI=1s groups, for
p=2…10, sample sizes are, respectively, 110, 109, 108, 120, and 119 flies. For the ISI=3s
groups, for p=2…10, sample sizes are, respectively, 100, 110, 100, 110, and 118 flies. For
ISI=1s, data in (C-F) are re-used from Figure 2 for comparative purposes. Asterisks
represent p-values, where (*), (**), and (***) denote, respectively, p<.05,p<.01, and p<.001.
Slopes from (D) and (F) differ (*), because their 95% CI's do not overlap. Slopes for ISI=1
have 95% CI's that exclude zero; hence they differ (*) from zero.
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Figure 4.

A leaky integrator of shadow exposure. (A) Cumulative shadow integral is analogous to the
water level in a reservoir. Shadows (cups of water) fill the reservoir, whereas a slow leak
drains the reservoir (B) Model output (blue), with shadow passes (black lines). Model
parameters are: κ, the fill rate; α, the leak rate; pass number, p, which is the number of
shadows received; and the ISI. Variables (inset) are time, t, and the reservoir's fill level, x.
(B′) Rescaled model output (black), which eliminates redundant parameters to simplify
analysis (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The parameters for the rescaled
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model are: pass number, p, and the ISI. Variables (inset) are τ = t·α, and
. See
Supplementary Experimental Procedures for detailed explanation. (C-E) Experimental time
series data for ISI=10s, 3s, and 1s. (F-H) Model output (α =.55). (F) When ISI=10s, the
reservoir completely empties between passes, as in (C). (G) When ISI=3s, the integral
saturates after only a few passes, as in (D). (H) When ISI=1s, the integral increases, as in
(E). (I) Diagram illustrating scalability and peak height definitions (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). (J) Scalability versus pass number p and ISI. (K) Peak height
versus p and ISI. Data from (D-E) are from Figure 3A-B. Sample sizes for (D-F) are 105,
118, and 119 flies.
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Figure 5.
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(A) Single-fly ReSA assay. (B) Time course for single fly velocities. For pass number p=10
(red envelope, black curve), the peak velocity is greater and it persists longer than for p=2
(green envelope, black curve). (C) Peak velocity for p=10 is significantly greater than for
p=2 (***,Kruskal-Wallis test). (D) Peak velocities differ from baseline, and increase with p
(***). (E) Peak velocity for p=10 is still greater than p=2 when normalized to baseline (*,
Kruskal-Wallis test). (F) Peak hopping fraction for p=10 trends towards being greater than
p=2; both values differ significantly from baseline (***). (G) Kymograph prior to the first
pass (orange for freezing, red for escape, and black for other). (H) Kymograph following
first shadow pass. Most time is spent freezing (orange label). Long arrow from t=.91 to
t=5.00 s represents 4-seconds of freezing. After freezing, the fly escapes (red label). (I)
Proportion of flies freezing vs time (see experimental procedures). Proportion freezing
spikes following the first shadow (J) Shadow-induced elevation in the freezing rate (***).
For panels B-F, the sample size is n=81 for each condition. Sample sizes for panels I-J are
n=55 single flies. See also Movie S2.
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Figure 6.
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(A) Food-based version of the assay, with a central food cup at the arena's center. (B) Flies
feeding on the food cup. (C) Shadow passes cause starved Canton S flies (n=810 flies in 81
cohorts) to leave the food, with more flies leaving at each successive pass. (D) Despite
identical “loading onto food” kinetics (red and blue enveloped curves), flies return to the
food faster when they receive fewer shadows (pass number p=4, black vs p=10, grey;
ISI=1s). The “post-shadow return to food” region of the plot shows different kinetics of
return for the two different pass treatment groups. Flies receiving 4 passes drop below
baseline, whereas the 10-pass cohorts never reach baseline. The case p=4 has a steeper
decay function than the case p=10 (E), which is statistically significant (*, see bottom of
legend). (F) Thigmotaxis is rare in whether p=4 or p=10. (G) Subset of flies off the food,
and not in thigmotaxis, also shows a statistically significantly steeper (*, see bottom of
legend) decay for p=4 than for p=10, suggesting that thigmotaxis is not responsible for the
decay rate difference. Sample sizes for panels (D-G) are all n=46 experiments for p=4 and
for p=10. Decay constants in (E) and (G) are different (*) because their 95% CI's do not
overlap.
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(A) Radial dispersal of flies from food. Flies receiving 10 passes of the shadow are initially
slightly further from the center than flies that receive 4 passes of the shadow, but the return
kinetics are different based on rescaling (inset) or (B) an exponential fit to the data. (B) Tau
values for the p=10 and p=4 pass conditions (*significantly different; see bottom of legend).
(C) When p=10 (blue envelope), there is a higher peak velocity, and slower decay (*, see
bottom of legend), than when p=4 (C, inset). (D) Hopping frequency return to baseline more
quickly (*, see bottom of legend;based on a power-law fit to the decay region of the
function; D, inset) when flies receive 4 vs. 10 passes of the shadow. Sample sizes for panels
(A-D) are all n=46 experiments for 4 pass scenario; n=46 experiments for the 10 pass
scenario. Each experiment contains 7-10 flies. Panels in Figure 7 are computed from the
same dataset as panels in Figures 6D-G. Decay constants in (B), (C) and (D) differ (*)
because their 95% CI's do not overlap.
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